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MicroRNAs are functionally important endogenous non-coding RNAs that silence host genes
in animal and plant via destabilizing the mRNAs or preventing the translation. Given the
far-reaching implication of microRNA regulation in human health, novel bioinformatics tools
are desired to facilitate the mechanistic understanding of microRNA mediated gene regu-
lation, their roles in biological processes, and the functional relevance among microRNAs.
However, most state-of-the-art computational methods still focus on the functional study of
microRNA targets and there is no effective strategy to infer the functional similarity among
microRNAs. In this study, we developed a new method to quantitatively measure the func-
tional similarity among microRNAs based on the integrated functional annotation data from
Gene Ontology, human pathways, and PFam databases. Through analyzing human microR-
NAs, we further demonstrated the use of the derived microRNA pairwise similarities to
discover the cooperative microRNA modules and to construct the genome-scale microRNA-
mediated gene network in human. The complete results and the similarity assessment system
can be freely accessed at (http://sbbi.unl.edu/microRNASim)
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
MicroRNAs(miRNAs) are a class of small non-coding RNAs that can regulate gene expression
post-transcriptionally by binding to the 3’- UTR of target genes and triggering the mRNA
degradation or translation inhibition [4]. miRNAs are one of the most significant components
in the cell. They participate in a vast of array of fundamental cellular processes and disease
development [17], [45], [53], [56], such as cancer and obesity.
1.1 Motivation
Over the last decade, functional study of miRNAs has been largely dependent on the analysis
of the target-associated pathways. Most early efforts were focused on the target prediction
[34], [46] that was followed by pathway enrichment analysis [44]. In order to improve the pre-
diction performance through statistical modeling and more sophisticated machine learning
strategies, features of sequence and structure that can characterize miRNA-mRNA interac-
tions have been thoroughly studied [13], [47], [48]. Meanwhile, as opposed to assessment on
individual miRNA, there are attempts to evaluate miRNA similarity based on Gene Ontology
(GO) semantic similarities or through target-involved pathways [31]. However, those studies
2have been hampered by either showering small coverage of miRNAs or lacking comprehensive
annotations on function.
1.2 Contribution
Our work has two main contributions as described below:
• We proposed a new computational framework for the assessment of functional similar-
ities among miRNAs using several different functional annotation systems. Evaluating
functional similarities among miRNAs from three different perspectives gave us a com-
prehensive understandings and more confidence in the outputs.
• Based on the miRNA similarity scores generated by our system, we demonstrated
the identifications of miRNA functional modules and visualize them through involved
pathways, which leads to the downstream application of our modules.
1.3 Outline
This study is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the background of miRNA, miRNA-
mRNA interactions and miRNA functional similarity. Chapter 3 presents our three eval-
uation similarity systems in details. After the outputs of similarity scores are generated
through our measurement system, we use Chapter 4 to explain the mechanism to integrate
the three systems. This leads us to identify the clusters among miRNAs and the construction
of miRNA mediated gene network in human, which presents in Chapter 5. At last, Chapter
6 illustrates our conclusions and future works.
3Chapter 2
Background
2.1 MicroRNA
MicroRNAs (miRNAs), approximately 22 nucleotides in length, are non-coding RNAs molecules
that play important roles in post-transcriptional regulation. The first pair of miRNA found
in human cell was lin-14 and let-7 which was identified in C. elegans [5]. Experimental
evidence shows that a single miRNA species can reduce the stability of hundreds of unique
messenger RNAs and may repress the production of hundreds of proteins. In humans, 2,588
known endogenous miRNAs (according to miRBase v21 [30]) regulate over 60% of human
genes and participate in a vast of array of fundamental cellular processes and disease de-
velopment [17], [53], [56], [45]. Recent studies have reported regulated miRNAs in diverse
cancer types, such as breast cancer [24], lung cancer [52], prostate cancer [38], colon cancer,
ovarian cancer [54] and head and neck cancer [57]. miRNAs are also implicated in a number
of neurological disorders including Alzheimers disease , multiple sclerosis [2] and schizophre-
nia [7]. miRNAs regulate diverse aspects of development and physiology, thus understanding
its biological role is proving more and more important.
42.2 MiRNA Function Inference Based On MiRNA
Target Prediction
Over the last decade, functional study of miRNAs has been largely dependent on the analysis
of the miRNA-mRNA interaction. Most early efforts were focused on target prediction that
are followed by pathway enrichment analysis, which is a method to identify function that
are enriched among genes that are over-represented in a large set of genes or proteins, and
may have an association with disease phenotypes [42]. The basis of this method is the
assumption that function of miRNAs can be reflected by the function of their target genes.
Thus miRNA functional annotation heavily relies on the miRNA-target prediction. Due to
the lack of high-throughput biological methods to identify miRNA-mRNA bindings, many
computational approaches have been developed to identify miRNA target genes. These
include, TargetScan [6], miRDB [48], miRanda [27] and PITA [28]. The miRNA regulation
exhibits a dramatic complexity, since a transcript can have many target sites for one miRNA
and a transcript can also have target sites for several miRNAs. The many-to-many relations
between miRNAs and mRNAs lead to the very complex miRNA regulatory mechanisms and
pose great challenges on the computational approaches for miRNA-target prediction [32].
Some of the most popular techniques nowadays to predict miRNA-target prediction are base
pairing and evolutionary conservation of target site [19], [51]. Base pairing is an algorithm
based on sequence complementarity. This kind of algorithm tends to have low accuracy
and high false positive result [6]. Conservation analysis was introduced to reduce the false
positive prediction. Conservation refers to the maintenance of a sequence across species.
Conservation Analysis means to compare sequence analysis to check conservation among the
sequences. Although great efforts have been made, those miRNA-target prediction methods
still suffer from large numbers of false positive prediction in general. Besides computational
methods, experimental methods were also developed for miRNA-target prediction. Although
5having high accuracy, these types of methods tend to provide limited information of miRNA-
prediction due to time consumption and complexity of experiments.
2.3 MiRNA Functional Similarity
MiRNA function inference based on target prediction provides us with the information of
individual miRNA functions. However, knowledge of pairwise miRNA functional similarity
can give us a deeper insight into the miRNA functions in many applications. In addition,
most miRNAs have multiple gene targets while many genes can be regulated by multiple
miRNAs [31], [6], [39], [39]. Competition among different miRNAs takes place when they can
potentially target the same genes at the same or adjacent binding sites, while collaboration
of miRNAs exists when they bind to the different, non-overlapping regions of the same target
genes or different genes involved in the same functional process [31], [6], [39], [12]. Given
these facts, a cooperative module may form when more than one miRNA regulates the same
or related pathways through regulating the same or different genes [44]. Most of miRNA
similarity methods can be categorized into three groups. One is through miRNA-disease
association to infer miRNA similarities, another is through measuring miRNA sequence and
expression similarities. The third one is to indirectly infer miRNA similarity through their
target genes. Each method has their own advantages and defects. Here, we focus on the
third method. We infer miRNA functional similarity through the functional similarity of
their protein-coding target genes. The functional similarity of protein-coding genes can be
obtained through Gene Ontology (GO) database [3], [11], which will be discussed in detail
in the next chapter.
6Chapter 3
MiRNA Functional Similarity
Calculation
In this chapter, we are going to propose three approaches to compute miRNA functional
similarities based on GO and two other functional annotation systems, PFam (Protein family
database) and biological pathways.
The miRNA-mRNA interaction data were downloaded from different resources, including
1) experimentally validated entries from miRTarBase (582 miRNAs included) [23] and 2)
predicted interactions from both TargetScan (686 miRNAs included) [6] and miRDB (2,588
miRNAs included) [46].
The whole GO dataset was downloaded from the Gene Ontology Consortium [11], which
is comprised of three domains (cellular component, molecular function and biological pro-
cess). Obsolete terms were excluded, which results in a total of 42,144 terms. In addition, we
compiled the functional annotations based on the PFam-A set from Uniprot [43] and a col-
lection of 1447 pathways (1330 from GSEA database [42] and 117 from NPO Bioinformatics
Japan database[9].
73.1 MiRNA Similarity Evaluation Based on GO
Gene ontology(GO) is a controlled vocabulary used to describe the biology of a gene prod-
uct in any organism [11]. It has developed three separate ontologies: molecular function,
biological process and cellular component to describe the attributes of gene products. Molec-
ular function defines what a gene product does at the biochemical level without specifying
where or when the event actually occurs or its broader context; biological process describes
the contribute of a gene product to a biological objective; and cellular component refers to
where in the cell a gene product functions. Each of the three GO domains is structured
as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), with GO terms represented as nodes to describe the
gene product attributes and three type of semantic relations, ‘is-a’, ‘part-of’, and ‘regulate’
as edges to annotate the relationships between GO terms. ‘is-a’ represents a simple class-
subclass relationship, ‘part-of’ indicates a component relationship, and ‘regulate’ implies
the relationship of direct control. Each node represents a gene term in the process of gene
product description. Each ontology has the following properties:
• The bottom most level of the graph is the term itself, and at the upper levels are its
ancestors GO terms, at the topmost level is the root of the GO tree.
• Each term is a child of one or multiple parents, and child terms are instances, compo-
nents of, or regulate parent terms.
• The parent would be a broader GO term, and the child would be a more specific term
with regard to describing a gene product.
Figure 3.1 shows an example of GO structures for an gene product YAB4. Each color
represents a different ontology tree used to describe the gene product. Blue tree refers to
biological process ontology; green tree refers to molecular function ontology; purple refers to
cellular component ontology. Each node represents as a gene term. Different type of edges
8represents as different relations among the terms. Solid edge represents ’is-a relation’, coarse
dash line represents ’part-of’ and fine dash line presents ’regulate’ relation.
Figure 3.1: Three gene ontologies involved to describe gene product YAB4
As we mentioned earlier, each gene term is used to describe an attribute of a gene product.
When all the genes are assigned to their description gene terms, we get a full ontology
tree, through which we can calculate gene pair similarities. The calculation of pairwise
gene similarities can be categorized into two groups, edge-based computational methods and
node-based computational methods. Edge-based algorithms mainly depend on counting the
number of edges along the paths linking the interested GO terms. Node-based approaches
reply on comparing the properties of the GO terms involved, which can be related to the
term nodes themselves, their ancestors and their descendants. The most commonly used
9concept here is Information Content(IC), which can measure how specific and informative a
term is [33].This concept will be discussed in the next section. Gene pair similarities provide
the foundation for the evaluation of miRNA pair similarities through GO.
Figure 3.2 A) illustrates the structure of gene ontology with gene annotations. and B)
miRNA relationships based on their target genes.
Figure 3.2: Illustrition of A) An Gene Ontology Structure. tk refers to the gene terms and
gk refer to the genes that tk describes and B) miRNA-gene iteration structure. mi and mj
represent two miRNAs, gk are the genes and tk are the gene terms.
As discussed above, we took three steps to evaluate miRNA functional similarities using
GO structure as shown in Figure 3.3. Firstly, we calculated the similarities of pairwise
GO terms, which describes the attributes of miRNA target genes. Then we computed the
similarities between gene pairs. At last, through the similarities of target gene pairs, we
generated the pairwise miRNA similarities.
Figure 3.3: Workflow of miRNA similarity compuation
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We implemented two methods to compute pairwise miRNA similarity as explained in
[49], [50]. One is the edge-based similarity evaluation mechanism and the other one is hybrid
that combines edge-based concept with the node-based Information Content (IC). Both
methods consist of three components,α,β, and γ and αic ,βic , and γic respectively, which are
introduced in detail in the next section.
3.1.1 GO Term Similarity Calculation
3.1.1.1 Edge-Based GO Term Similarity
The first approach is comprised of three components α, β, and γ as shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Edge-based structure of miRNA similarity algorithm. LCA refers to the lowest
common ancestor. Termi, Termj are the two terms concerned. α, β and γ represents one
components of the edge-based algorithm
α represents the the depth of the Lowest Common Ancestors (LCA) of the two terms.
LCA is the common ancestor which is the deepest in the tree. It is calculated as follows:
α = max
pm∈Paths(ti)
pn∈Paths(tj)
{|Pm ∩ Pn|} − 1
Where Paths(t) is the collection of paths from the concerned term t to its root nodes. The
more specific a term is, the more in detail the term can express a gene product. LCA returns
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the maximum number of common terms to the root. The β value measures the relative
generality of the two terms. It is computed as the summation of the two minimum distances
between the concerned terms with all their descending leaf terms respectively; It is defined
as:
β = max{min
u∈U
{dist(ti, u)},min
v∈V
{dist(tj, v)}}
Where U,V are the collections of leaf terms descending from terms ti and tj, respectively;
dist(s, t) is defined as the number of edges along the shortest path between terms s and t.
The component γ denotes the local distance between the two terms with relative to their
LCA. It is defines as:
γ = dist(LCA, ti) + dist(LCA, tj)
Finally the term similarity between any two terms based on the first method is defined as:
sterm edge(ti, tj) =
κ
κ+ γ
∗ α
α + β
(1)
Where κ is the number of edges along the longest path in GO. We used 19 as κ in our study.
3.1.1.2 Hybrid-Based GO Term Similarity
In the second method, Information Content (IC) concept is added to represent how specific
and informative a term describe a gene product. The IC of a term t is defined as IC(t) =
− log p(t) where p(t) is the percentage of cumulative genes of each term among the total
number of human genes. Cumulative genes are the genes assigned to the interest term and
all the unique genes belong to its descendants. The distance of any two terms in the second
method is defined as the difference between their IC values. This method also consists of
three components, αic , βic ,and γic. Figure 3.5 shows the structure of the hybrid-based term
similarity algorithm:
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Figure 3.5: The hybrid-based algorithm structure. MICA is the most informative ancestor,
Termi, Termj are the two concerned terms.
αic denotes the IC-based specificity of the Most Informative Common Ancestor (MICA)
of any two terms,tiand tj. It is defined as
αic = dist(root,MICA) = − log p(MICA)
Where
dist(ti, tj) = IC(ti)− IC(tj) = logp(tj)− logp(ti)
The βic represents the IC-based generality of the two concerned terms. It is computed as the
average of the two IC-based distances between the two concerned terms and their descending
leaf terms. It is defined as:
βic =
distic(ti,MILi) + distic(tj,MILj)
2
Where MIL is the Most Informative Leaf, the leaf with the highest IC. γic is calculated by
adding the distance between and the concerned terms.
γic = dist(MICA, ti) + dist(MICA, tj)
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At last, the second similarity method is defined as:
sterm hybrid(ti, tj) =
1
1 + γic
∗ αic
αic + βic
(2)
3.1.2 Gene Similarity Evaluation
Measurement of term-pair similarities provides us with the necessary information for the
calculation of gene-pair similarities. For each pair of genes, gi and gj, two term sets T (gi)
and T (gj) were used to represent the collection of the terms for the corresponding genes
respectively. We built a gene-term relation table (as shown in Table 3.2), where each term
in T (gi) represented a row and each term in T (gj) represented a column. Then the table
was filled with the pairwise term similarities calculated by formula (1) or (2). The formula
for gene similarity is defined as:
s(gi, gj) =
∑
tk∈T (gi) maxtn∈T (gj){sterm(tk, tn)}+
∑
tn∈T (gj) maxtk∈T (gi){sterm(tk, tn)}
|T (gi)|+ |T (gj)| (3)
Now let us use a gene pair,’HIST2H2BC’ and ’H2BFM’, as an example. Table 3.1 demon-
strates the information of the terms belong to the two genes.
Table 3.1: Information on GO terms associated to genes HIST2H2BC and H2BFM
HIST2H2BC
GO:0006334 nucleosome assembly
GO:0046982 protein heterodimerization activity
GO:0000788 nuclear nucleosome
GO:0003677 DNA binding
H2BFM
GO:0006334 nucleosome assembly
GO:0046982 protein heterodimerization activity
GO:0000786 nucleosome
GO:0000788 nuclear nucleosome
GO:0003677 DNA binding
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Looking into the detail of gene ’HIST2H2BC’ and gene ’H2BFM’ shown in Table 3.1, we
can observe that these two genes have many terms in common. The only different between
these two genes is GO term, GO:0000786 ’nucleosome’, that only belongs to gene ’H2BFM’,
and is one of the immediate direct parent of ’nuclear nucleosome’ which describes both genes
’HIST2H2BC’ and ’H2BFM’. Based on these facts, we can assume that genes ’H2BFM’ and
’HIST2H2BC’ be very similar. Table 3.2 gene-term relation table shows the term similarities
associated with the two genes.
Table 3.2: Similarities between the terms that annotate genes H2BFM and HIST2H2BC
respectively
HIST2H2BC
H2BFM GO:0006334 GO:0046982 GO:0000788 GO:0003677
GO:0006334 0.89 0 0
GO:0046982 0 1 0 0.38
GO:0000786 0 0 0.86 0
GO:0000788 0 0 1 0
GO:0003677 0 0.38 0 0.8
Applying the term similarities in the Table 3.2 to Equation (3), we get s(HIST2H2BC,H2BFM) ≈
0.92, which proves our assumption above that these two genes are very similar.
Next, to further analyze the performance of these two methods, we extracted two sets
of similarity measures (edge-based gene similarity and hybrid-based gene similarity) on the
pairs of genes belong to the same Protein Families (Intra-PFam genes) and the pairs of genes
from the different Protein families (Inter-PFam genes). Intuitively, the distance among Intra-
PFam target genes should be closer compared to that among the Inter-PFam target genes,
which is observed in Fig. 3.6 with both methods. Specifically, the average similarity in the
intra-group (blue) is much higher than the inter-group (pink) similarity, indicating a higher
functional relevance within the intra-group.
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Figure 3.6: The distance distribution between inter-PFam gene similarity(pink) and intra-
PFam gene similarity(blue)
In addition, we compared the distance distributions between Intra-PFam and Inter-PFam
groups, where a Wilcoxon test is performed to evaluate the statistical significance. Through
the Wilcoxon-test on these two sets of pairwise similarities, we observed that both scoring
systems demonstrate similar discerning power on these two groups. Table 3.3 gives detailed
statistics, where for both methods, their p-values are less than 2.2E-16 and the Wilcoxon
scores are close. In general, this analysis result illustrates both methods can make reasonable
calculation on gene distance, which therefore provides a solid base for further evaluation on
miRNA. We also observed that the similarity scores of intra-PFam gene pairs are ranked
within the top 18% and 19% among all gene pair similarities generated by the edge-based
method and the hybrid-based method, respectively. In the rest of the analysis, we focus
on the edge-based method mainly because it gives more spread-out similarity values (with
respective to the mean), making it more efficient to distinguish various similarity levels.
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Table 3.3: Wilcoxon analysis on both intra- and inter- set comparison using edge-based
method and hybrid-based methods.
Statistics Edge-based method Hybrid-based method
W-score 6.4e+ 13 7.53e+ 13
P-value < 2.2e− 16 < 2.2e− 16
Mean +Std. on (Intra-PFam-gene-set) 0.41 + 0.13 0.13 + 0.10
Mean +Std. on (Inter-PFam-gene-set) 0.30 + 0.13 0.04 + 0.03
3.1.3 MiRNA Similarity Computation
MiRNA similarity computation is similar to gene pair similarity computation. We first
built a miRA-gene table,and filled it with pairwise gene similarity scores calculated from the
former section. MiRNA similarity computation is defined as follows:
s∗(mi,mj) =
∑
gk∈G(mi) maxgn∈G(mj){s(gk, gn)}+
∑
gn∈G(mj) maxgk∈G(mi){s(gk, gn)}
|G(mi)|+ |G(mj)| (4)
Where G(mi) and G(mj) are the target gene sets regulated by miRNAs, mi, mj respectively.
At last, we calculated the pairwise miRNA similarities among all 2,588 human miRNAs
reported in miRBase [23] using edge-based scoring approach. Three different sets of gene
targets include the experimental validated targets from miRTarBase and the predicted tar-
gets from TargetScan and miRDB were applied. Figure 3.7 shows similar distributions of
all miRNA pairwise similarity based on the different target sets, where the scores are within
the similar range from 0 to 1. It is obvious that with more predicted miRNAs (some are
noises) included (Figure 3.7B), more diverse functions show up, which leads to relatively
more dissimilar miRNA pairs.
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Figure 3.7: The edge-based similarity distributions on all pairs among 2,588 human miRNAs.
The miRNA associated genes include both experimental targets from miRTarBase (A) and
predicted targets from TargetScan (B) and miRDB (C)
3.2 Alternative Approaches for MiRNA Similarity
Computation
In addition to GO-based similarity measurement, we designed another similarity measure
system by utilizing functional information annotated from two different resources, PFam
protein families dataset and GSEA biological pathway dataset. After this step, we can
obtain a comprehensive understanding of a miRNA pair similarity from the perspectives of
GO, protein family and biological pathway. At last, a density graph was generated for each
similarity measure system to analyze their performance.
This miRNA similarity computation approach consists of two steps. At first, we built
an interaction gene rate table for each miRNA. The table is populated with the interaction
gene rate defined in Formula 5. It refers to the percentage of common genes regulated by
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one miRNA and involved in a specific pathway or Protein family.
P (mi) = {Gmi ∩Ga1|Gmi |
,
Gmi ∩Ga2
|Gmi |
, ...,
Gmi ∩Gan
|Gmi |
}(5)
Where Gmi represents the set of gene targets of a miRNA, mi, Gai is the set of genes belong
to the same functional family or pathway. For instance, below is an example of interaction
gene table for miRNA hsa-miR-186-3p based on pathway annotation system. The header
row displays the example of biological pathways and for the fraction number. Denominator
is the size of target gene set regulated by miRNA hsa-miR-186-3p. The numerator is the
common genes regulated by hsa-miR-186-3p and also involved in the specific pathways.
Table 3.4: Interaction gene table for miRNA hsa-miR-186-3p based on pathway annotation
Metabolism
Of RNA
MRNA
Processing
... MRNA
Splicing
hsa−miR− 186− 3p 26/88 5/188 ... 12/88
After the interaction table was built, distance measurement was applied to miRNA pairs
to get the distance between them. Euclidean Distance is applied here, which can be defined
as:
s(pmi , pmj) =
2
√
(pmi 1, pmj 1)
2 + (pmi 2, pmj 2)
2 + ...+ (pmi n, pmj n)
2 = 2
√√√√ n∑
k=1
(pmi k − pmj k)2
3.3 Performance Evaluation of the Three MiRNA
Similarity Systems
Finally, we compared these three similarity systems using the density graphs shown in Figure
3.8. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, we have three miRNA-target datasets
from miRTarbase, TargetScan and miRDB respectively. miRTarbase is an experimental
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dataset and the other two are computational datasets. When applied the three miRNA
similarity evaluations on the three datasets we used. We observed very similar patterns
between the PFam- and pathway-based measurements (Figure 3.8 A and 3.8 B) where the
predicted target sets from miRDB (pink) and TargetScan (blue) render condensed similarity
measure due to the relative large numbers of targets compared to the experimental validated
set from miRTarBase (green). In contrast, the GO-based system (Figure 3.8 C) shows a
complementary measurement that smooths the distance distribution based on the validated
targets(green). In general these graphs illustrate similar patterns, indicating high consistency
among the three functional annotation systems.
Figure 3.8: The distance distributions on pairwise miRNA based on GO, Pfam, and pathway
annotaton
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Chapter 4
Integration of Three Similarity
Measures
In order to integrate the similarity calculation from all three methods, we first ranked all
the miRNA pairs in each of the miRNA similarity system from the most similar to least
similar to get a ranking list. Then we performed rank aggregation on three ranking lists.
The Rank Aggregation algorithm is to combine many different rank orderings on the same
set of candidates or alternatives, in order to obtain a consensus ordering [15].
The RobustRankAggreg (RRA) package in R [29] was used to get the consensus ranking
among GO ranking list, PFam ranking list and pathway ranking list.
4.1 Rank Aggregation Algorithm
RRA was proposed by Kolde et al achieved the ranking result using order statistics with
binomial probability [29]. It is largely used in bioinformatic domain due to its high noise
tolerance and efficiency. The aggregation goal can be obtained through three steps. At the
first step, a normalized rank vector is generated based on the ranks of an item in each list.
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It is defined as:
r = { ri
m
|i ∈ n}
Where m is the number of items in the list and n is total number of lists. Then vector r is
sorted in ascending order. Take a miRNA pair, (miR-639 and miR-208b-3p) as an example.
This miRNA pair ranks top 22 in GO ranking list, top 15 in PFam ranking list and top 11 in
pathway ranking list. Meanwhile miRTarbase dataset contain 169071 miRNA pairs in total.
Therefore the ranking vector for this miRNA pair is (11/169071, 15/169071, 22/169071)
At the next step, a binomial probability is applied based on the comparison with the
uniformly distributed values.
In most biological studies, some items in an experiment are noises and not reliable.
Therefore it is also highly likely that only a subset of relevant items are informative in a
list. To solve this problem, Kolde et al used a null model, which describes distribution
of ranks when all studies produce irrelevant results, and estimates statistical significance.
The simplest possible null model assumes that all studies are non-informative and produce
randomly ordered item lists [29]. The goal here is to find the items highly ranked in many lists
and ignore the small portion of non-informative cases. The author use binomial probability
on the ordered vectors r. By evaluating the probability that rˆ(k) ≤ r(k) where rˆ is the rank
vector generated by the null model, each item of which is uniformly distributed. Therefore
the probability that rˆ(k) ≤ r(k) is defined as:
βk,n(r) =
n∑
l=k
(
n
l
)
rlk(1− rk)n−l
At last, the final rank for r is defined as :
ρ(r) = min
k=1,...,n
βk,n(r)
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Since rˆ is a uniformly generated one from null module, min(β) means rk is least possible to
be randomly generated. Finally ρ(r) is converted to p−value through Bonferroni correction
[8].
4.2 Consensus Similarity System Computation
When applied with the three similarity ranking lists, RRA generates a consensus ranking
with p − value for each item. Since we only have three ranking lists, and a large number
of miRNA pairs even in our smallest dataset (miRTarbase ≈ 170k). Therefore there is not
enough information for RRA to rank all items with significant p value. However we only
care about the pairs that are functionally close enough to form miRNA modules. Therefore
we picked all the miRNA pairs with p − value ≤ 5%; Those pairs cover 11% of all the
miRNA pairs. Next to estimate the contribution of each ranking to the consensus ranking,
we applied Poisson Linear Regression[36] to calculate the coefficients for each of the three
similarity. The formula we used for the Poisson linear regression calculation is defined as
Crank = α ∗RGO + β ∗RPFam + γ ∗Rpathway (6)
where RGO , RPFam and Rpathway refer to the 3 ranking lists of GO similarity, PFam similarity,
pathway similarity and y is the consensus ranking.
Table 4.1: The coefficients obtained from the linear regression systems with 5%p − value
threshold
α (GO) β (PFam) γ (pathway)
3.126e− 05 1.899e− 05 6.130e− 05
At last, to get our consensus similarity scores, we applied the coefficients generated above
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into formula 7 below:
Csim = α ∗ SGO + β ∗ SPFam + γ ∗ Spathway (7)
where SGO , SPFam and Spathway refer to the GO similarity score, PFam similarity score
and pathway similarity score respectively.Csim refers to the consensus similarity score for all
miRNA pairs. The new consensus similarity system will be used downstream for miRNA
functional modules detection.
Figure 4.1 shows the transition from the separate similarity systems to the consensus
similarity system. A) is similarity measure based on GO annotation system. B) is similarity
measure based on PFam annotation system. C) is the similarity measure based on pathway
annotation system. D) is the consensus similarity system
Figure 4.1: Transition graphs from miRNA similarity measurements based on GO, PFam
and pathway to consensus similarity measure. x axis represents the similarity of miRNA
pairs. y axis is the number of miRNA pairs
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Chapter 5
Detection of MiRNA Functional
Modules
5.1 Functionally Related MiRNA Modules
5.1.1 Statistical MiRNA Module Analysis
In order to display the usefulness of similarity measure in identifying miRNA modules that
can cooperatively regulate human genes, we collected 181 miRNA modules that have been
predicted by a published statistical models [12]. 56 unique miRNAs are involved, which form
into miRNA modules of different sizes (from 2 to 4). We conducted the similarity measure
among these miRNAs and found all 221 pairs from these 181 modules are consistently ranked
top 13% out of the 169, 071 miRNA pairs among all three ranking lists based on GO, PFam,
and pathway. From this analysis, we confirmed several modules that are most functional
relevant such as (miR-484, miR-615-3p, and let-7b-5p), (miR-16-5p and miR-92a-3p), (miR-
455-3p and miR-652), (miR-877, hsa-miR-92a and miR-615-3p) and (miR-93, let-7b, miR-
488). Table 5.1 shows us five of the highly possible cooperative modules among the 181
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modules.
In addition, to display the usefulness of our miRNA similarity system, we used an miRNA
modules (hsa-let-7b-5p/-miR-615-3p/-16-5p) with high functional similarity to create an
example of miRNA regulation network.
Figure 5.1: Illustration of hsa-let-7b-5p/-miR-615-3p/-16-5p involved in Focal Adhesion
pathway
In Figure 5.1, the blue nodes represents the genes involved in the biological pathway
Focal Adhesion. Each miRNA is highlighted with different color circle node. The blue
square nodes represents genes consisting of the focal adhesion pathway. The colored edges
from their corresponding miRNAs to refer to the regulation relation between the miRNAs
and their target genes involved in the pathway.
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Table 5.1: A list of highly possible cooperative module among miRNAs
Module Index miRNAs Similarity:
GO
PFam
pathway
3 Most Enriched Pathway Enriched GO Terms
1 miR-30a
miR-615-3p
0.78
0.96
0.97
1)KEGG metabolic
pathway
2)Reactome
metabolism of
proteins
3)Reactome im-
mune system
1)GO:0006487
protein N-linked
glycosylation
2)GO:0035335
peptidyl-tyrosine
dephosphorylation
3)GO:0016021 in-
tegral component
of membrane
44 miR-455-3p
miR-652
0.79
0.98
0.99
1)Reactome trans-
lation
2)Reactome
metabolism of
proteins
3)Reactome
metabolism of
mRNA
1)GO:0005840 ri-
bosome
2)GO:0006415
translational termi-
nation
3)GO:0071934 thi-
amine transmem-
brane transport
78 miR-877
miR-92a
miR-615-3p
0.78− 0.80
0.97− 0.98
0.97− 0.99
1)Reactome im-
mune system
2)Reactome cell
cycle
3)KEGG metabolic
pathway
1)GO:0005515 pro-
tein binding
2)GO:0005813 cen-
trosome
3)GO:0005737 cy-
toplasm
85 miR-93
let-7b
miR-488
0.78− 0.80
0.97− 0.98
0.98− 0.99
1)Reactome im-
mune system
2)KEGG metabolic
pathway
3)Reactome adap-
tive immune
system
1)GO:0048664
neuron fate deter-
mination
2)GO:0000209
protein polyubiqui-
tination
3)GO:0005200
structural con-
stituent of cy-
toskeleton
103 miR-324-3p
miR-18a*
0.77
0.97
0.98
1)Reactome trans-
lation
2)Reactome
metabolism of
proteins
3)KEGG metabolic
pathway
1)GO:0005761
mitochondrial ribo-
some
2)GO:0060491
regulation of cell
projection assem-
bly
3)GO:0000922
spindle pole
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5.1.2 Cluster Detection
To find the miRNA clusters, we used Markov Chain Cluster Algorithm(MCL) [14]. It is an
unsupervised cluster algorithm based on the concept of random walk in graphs. MCL has
been approved to be one of the most efficient algorithms in detecting clusters in biochemical
filed such as Protein Protein Interactions (PPI) [16]. It is also widely used in many other
non-biochemical areas. The rationale behind MCL is that if you start at a node, and then
randomly travel to a connected node, you are more likely to stay within a cluster than
travel between. MCL algorithm simulates random walks within a graph by repeating the
operations of expansion and inflation. Expansion refers to matrix multiplication to expanse
the length of the paths to promote the dense region. However, power of matrix can be used
to find higher-length path but the effect will diminish as the flow goes on [14]. The solution
for this is inflation; raise all the entries in a given column to a certain power greater than
One (e.g. squaring) and rescaling the column to have the sum One again. MCL repeats
these two steps, expansion and inflation until it reaches a steady state(convergence).
Through MCL, we identified fifteen clusters ranging from eighteen miRNA nodes to three
miRNA nodes, among which two clusters we have found in two papers were claimed to work
as modules. Figure 5.2 shows a four-node miRNA cluster claimed by Hasser et al in their
paper [21], that co-regulate gene CCND2 and TNRC6B, which are two genes highly involved
in breast cancer and prostate cancer.
Figure 5.3 shows a three-node miRNA cluster claimed by Hajarnis et al in their paper
[36], that co-regulate genes PKD1, MIR17HG that are highly involved in kidney disease.
Figure 5.3 shows the six miRNA pairs we picked from the fifteen clusters we identified
with high similarities. The range of the similarity score among these fifteen clusters is from
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of 4 nodes miRNA clusters. Nodes represent miRNAs. Edges are
their similarities
Figure 5.3: 3 nodes miRNA clusters. Nodes represent miRNAs. Edges are their similarities
0.7 to 0.9, which again confirms that miRNAs pairs from the same cluster do have high
similarities.
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Figure 5.4: Clusters generated by MCL. Nodes represent miRNAs. Edges are the similarities
among them
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5.2 Validation Based on Experimental Data
We collected the gene expression profiles from two miRNA knockout/transfection experi-
ments to validate our similarity estimation. In the first experiment, hsa-miR-141-3p and
hsa-miR-200c-3p were knocked out, respectively, in human SK-BR-3 cell line [37], while
the second set of data was collected based on the transfection studies of hsa-miR-1-3p and
hsa-miR-155-5p [20]. Between these two pairs of miRNAs, miR-141-3p and miR200c-3p con-
sistently shows higher similarity than miR-1-3p and miR-155-5p (0.72 versus 0.67). Based
on the comparative analysis among the deferentially expressed genes (more than 1.5 fold
change) identified in each experiment, we observed more common genes altered by miR-141
and -200c (18.6%), compared to those altered by miR-1 and -155 (10.1%), which is highly
consistent with the similarity assessment.
5.3 MiRNA Similarity Website Implementation
To allow the open access to the results of our study, we created an online database. It
provides the complete results of our study and also the information of Protein-Protein In-
teraction Graph (PPI) and biological pathway enrichment table, which assist users to better
understand the gene miRNA functions from other perspectives. It can be freely accessed at
(http://sbbi.unl.edu/microRNASim).
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Implication of miRNAs in human health has attracted increasing number of studies [17], [18],
[35], [55],[1], [26], [25] to elucidate regulatory roles in all major cellular processes that are
involved in the disease development. These efforts have been focused on the identification of
associated pathways through examining miRNA targets. Considering the fact that current
algorithms for miRNA target prediction suffer greatly from large numbers of false positive
prediction, it is advisable to first focus on miRNAs that have reliable functional annotation
on the experimentally verified targets. Large number of miRNA-mRNA interactions has been
discovered using high-throughput sequencing technologies. For examples, 18,514 interactions
were detected by crosslinking, ligation, and sequencing of hybrids (CLASH) [22] and 72,311
were reported by covalent ligation of endogenous Argonaute-bound RNAs (CLEAR)-CLIP
experiment [41].At the beginning of this analysis, the experimental validated target dataset
we downloaded from miRTarBase has covered all such large-scale interaction information.
In this study, we demonstrated the pairwise similarities obtained using different methods
(GO edge-based and hybrid-based) based on different annotation data and target sets with
different confidence levels are promising to become a new measure for evaluation of functional
relevance among miRNAs. Three annotation systems (GO, PFam and pathway) render
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the functional relevance of miRNAs from different perspectives; therefore they have been
combined for the inference. In addition, the approach that integrated the information content
of each GO term did not provide much advantage and therefore has been removed from the
downstream analysis.
Compelling evidence shows that miRNAs can regulate genes in a cooperative manner,
e.g miR-17, -18a, 19a, and -92a-1 co-regulate 44 functionally related genes, such as CCND2,
TNRC6B, and PHF12 [21], which we have identified as a miRNA module (clusters shown in
Figure 5.2). Note that no evidence shows physical interactions between miRNAs, therefore
the co-regulation through a complex may not be the case. There is an increased appreciation
of examining miRNA co-regulations while our existing knowledge is extremely limited. Our
analysis has shown that several miRNAs are involved in the same pathway. For example, hsa-
miR-92a, -399-5p and -423-3p regulate different targets that are involved in several pathways
such as Tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, Heparan sulfate biosynthesis and Fc gamma R-
mediated phagocytosis in kidney cancer. Meanwhile, the same gene GICLG1 is co-regulated
by the same set of miRNAs under different subtypes of kidney cancer. Meanwhile, the same
gene SUCLG1 is co-regulated by the same set of miRNAs under different subtypes of kidney
cancers (manuscript under preparation). In addition, we also uncovered miRNA regulation
of the same pathways under different conditions. For example, miR-92a, -193b and -186
co-regulated ErbB and WNT signaling pathways during the tumor development of kidney,
lung, and stomach cancers. To facilitate the study along this line, our system can be used
for the identification of miRNA cooperative modules as described in the previous sections.
The module hsa-miR-769-3p/-193b and hsa-miR-197/-149 identified through the clustering
illustrates the use of such a property.
Out of these studies, there is a lack of miRNA visualization within large biological net-
works and most existing tools for network construction are focused on the network of the
predicted target genes. We have demonstrated in this study that by integrating the interac-
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tions between miRNAs represented by the functional similarity, one will be able to include
miRNA into the functional network (pathways) through existing tools such as VANESA [10]
and Cytoscape [40].
Lastly, there are some technical issues involved in this study, which can be further ex-
plored, for example, the ranking aggregation for a long list of pairs (up to 234955 in our
case) based on very few ranking opinions (only three) represents a challenges. Score-based
approach aggregation can be also investigated.
We proposed a new system for the assessment of functional relevance of human miRNAs
by integrating heterogeneous annotation data and different-level target information available
in public. As demonstrated in this paper, the similarity information derived from such system
can facilitate the reliable identification of miRNA co-regulatory modules and the construc-
tion of the miRNA-mediated gene regulation network. Stemming from this work, our next
focus will be the integration of conditional dependent genomic data on both miRNA and
their targets into this system that can capture the quantitative and dynamic properties of
miRNA regulation system and better facilitate the automatic detection of miRNA functional
modules. In addition, with the increased appreciation of dietary miRNA research, particu-
larly on its bioavailable and biological roles in human health, we are motivated to integrate
this system into the ongoing development of an exogenous miRNA discovery pipeline and a
dynamic model on miRNA regulation under development in our group, with the hope of pro-
viding the whole miRNA community an integrated platform with much more comprehensive
analytical functions on both endogenous and exogenous miRNA.
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